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Abstract. Basic image processing operations like median filtering and
Gaussian blurring in general do not change the semantic content of an
image, although they are commonly used to cover fingerprints of falsi-
fication that does alter image content such as copy-move and splicing.
Therefore image forensics researchers are interested in detecting these
basic operations. Some existing detectors track local inconsistencies in
statistics of the image. However these statistics are very sensitive to im-
age development process. Thus pre-processing operations can be dam-
aging for performances of such detectors. In this paper, we focus on a
very common pre-processing operation, i.e., re-sizing, and study how
it affects performance when trying to detect several image processing
operations on small patches, with Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) as
feature extractor and a Dense Neural Network (DNN) as classifier. We
first show performance drops. We then introduce an adaptation method
which relies on better fit to testing data for the feature extraction and
fine-tuning for the neural network classifier. Experimental results show
that our method is able to improve results with very few labeled test-
ing samples. We also present comparisons with an improved version of a
recent CNN(Convolutional Neural Network)-based method.
Keywords: Image forensics · Gaussian mixture model · Neural network
· Feature adaptation · Weakly supervised · Fine-tuning.
1 Introduction
Digital images now play a more and more important role in our decision-making
processes of daily life, either personal or professional. However, people can be
misled by falsified images which can now be created very easily even by non-
experts. Under this context, it is necessary to build reliable tools to assess in-
tegrity of an image and to tell whether it is falsified or not. This is indeed the
goal of image forensics research. In this work, we focus on a specific forensic
problem, i.e., the detection of basic image processing operations on very small
patches of 8×8 pixels. Basic operations, e.g., Gaussian blurring, median filtering
and noise addition, are often used during the creation of a fake image to cover
the traces of falsifications that do change the semantic meaning of the image.
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Detection of such operations on very small patches of 8× 8 pixels is challenging
due to lack of information, but can make it possible to reliably detect operations
applied within a small spatial extent.
In an image development process it is quite common to re-size an image to fit
some layout or displaying constraints or else to reduce storage. So this operation
is not suspicious in general, as it is a realistic scenario to assume that an image
could have been re-sized before being manipulated. This pre-processing operation
should not harm performances of forensic detectors. It is not practical to assume
that a sufficiently large number of labeled samples are available to re-train mod-
els from scratch. From a computing time and power perspective it would be
exhaustive and very demanding to perform many times of re-training. A similar
issue has been raised in [11] in the field of computer vision, which underlines the
importance and benefit of being able to train a model when incomplete or only
few labeled samples are available. Training with few labeled samples is also called
“few-shot learning” in the machine learning literature [16,15]. In digital image
forensics, recently authors of [4] have proposed an interesting method to tackle
a related yet different problem of weakly supervised learning. Both considered
problem and adopted approach are different from ours. Classifier in [4] is able to
distinguish synthetic images from natural ones, and the “target” domain means
a new class of samples (e.g., tested on synthetic images created by a new algo-
rithm). The good performance under weakly supervised scenario is mainly due
to the design of disentangled latent variables in an auto-encoder-based detector.
In this paper, we propose a new and different weakly supervised approach for
a classifier based on image statistical models, for the forensics of manipulations
on images which have undergone re-sizing pre-processing. In the related field of
steganalysis, researchers have expressed some concerns about similar issues of
performance drop under the so-called cover-source mismatch [9,7,8]. In general,
popular solutions in steganalysis are to train a classifier with more samples of
big diversity, or to train multiple classifiers and later use the most suitable one
during specific testing. By contrast, in this paper, we propose a light-weight
adaptation method to image pre-processing for the detection of basic manipula-
tion operations. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
– We raise the problem of forensic performance drop under re-sizing pre-
processing, which until now seems ignored and underestimated;
– For image statistical models that have been trained on samples of original
size, we develop a simple weakly supervised (making use of around 2000
labeled patches) adaptation method to re-sized testing samples;
– Our method takes into account both feature and classifier adaptation and is
very quick and straightforward so as to provide a real shortcut.
We will first introduce in Section 2 the research problem. Our approach of
weakly supervised adaptation is described in Section 3. Experimental results are
presented in Section 4. Finally, we draw the conclusion in Section 5.
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2 Background and Research Problem
Image forensics. Various problems have been considered by image forensics
researchers [12], such as camera identification [2], identification of synthetic im-
ages [4,14], detection of falsification such as splicing and copy-move [3,17], and
detection of image manipulation [13,5,10,1]. We are interested in the last topic of
detecting image manipulations. Here we distinguish between falsifications, i.e.,
modifications that alter the semantic content of the image, and manipulations,
i.e., modifications with basic image processing operations which in general do
not change the image’s semantic meaning. Regarding manipulation detection, in
the literature researchers first focused on building specific and targeted detec-
tor for one particular manipulation, e.g., median filtering, JPEG compression,
etc. Then after achieving successful results with these methods, the community
tried to build so-called “universal” detectors. They are detectors not focusing on
one particular operation but capable of detecting several ones with same anal-
ysis pipeline. Our work follows this trend. Existing universal detectors can be
classified into three categories:
1. Explicit statistical modeling of the image (using the Gaussian Mixture Model,
GMM) to spot statistical discrepancy [5];
2. Extraction of steganalytic features, e.g., based on SPAM (Substractive Pixel
Adjacency Matrix) or SRM (Spatial Rich Model), combined with classifier
training [13,10];
3. “End-to-end” deep-learning-based method [1].
As mentioned earlier, we consider that it is crucial to be able to forensically
analyze very small patches, so as to be spatially more accurate and capable of
detecting manipulation of a very small region. This has driven us to focus on
the first GMM-based approach mentioned above [5], as it appears to be the
most promising method for very small patches. The explicit statistical modeling
can be effectively conducted on patches of 8 × 8 pixels [5], while the other two
approaches, as described in their original papers [13,10,1], work on larger patches.
These two approaches seem not specifically designed to cope very well with small
patches. In particular, the second approach involves an occurrence accumulation
step which is more reliable with more contributing pixels, and tends to have
decreasing accuracy as the size of patch decreases [13,10]; and CNNs in the
third approach [1] normally contain pooling layers, which would cause loss of
information and thus is not necessarily very suitable for small patches.
Performance drop under re-sizing. Considered manipulations are borrowed
from [5] and listed in Table 1. Most of these manipulations are also used in [1], but
here we consider a slightly more challenging setting (i.e., distortion introduced
by manipulation is smaller) than that in [1]. We decide to focus on these basic
operations as they are among the most common in image processing. Moreover,
they can be used to cover more complex tampering. For instance, one can use
Gaussian blurring to smooth boundary between a spliced part and the rest of
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Table 1: List of considered manipulations.
ORI No image modification
GF Gaussian filtering with 3× 3 kernel and σ = 0.5
MF Median filtering with window size of 3× 3
USM
Unsharp masking with Laplacian filter of
window size 3× 3 and strength factor of 0.5
WGN White Gaussian noise addition with σ = 2
JPEG JPEG compression with quality factor Q = 90
Table 2: Testing accuracy (in %) without any adaptation for GMM-based method
using log-likelihood ratio (details in Section 3.1). The first column gives the re-
sizing factors. The performance drop compared to the case without re-sizing (i.e.,
the row of ×1) is given in parentheses. We do not use ratios like 0.5 to avoid the
potential special side effect of such ratios. The last column of “AVG” gives the
average accuracy and performance drop of the 5 classification problems.
GF MF USM WGN JPEG AVG
×1 91 86 97 98 89 92
×0.51 64 (-27) 75 (-11) 73 (-24) 69 (-29) 79 (-10) 72 (-20)
×0.76 78 (-13) 81 (-5) 81 (-16) 73 (-25) 84 (-5) 79 (-13)
×1.15 55 (-36) 80 (-6) 87 (-10) 85 (-13) 79 (-10) 77 (-15)
×1.25 51 (-40) 75 (-11) 74 (-23) 81 (-17) 67 (-22) 70 (-22)
an image. In the following, “source” indicates training samples that have not
undergone re-sizing. “Target” means the testing samples which have undergone
re-sizing before applying a possible manipulation that we want to detect. This
study is interested in the impact of image re-sizing as pre-processing operations
on detection of image manipulations. Bi-cubic interpolation is used to re-size
testing images as, in general, it is the hardest case for carrying out successful
adaptation. Drops of detection accuracy of the GMM-based method, when there
is no adaptation, can be observed in Table 2. From this table, we can also see
that the method works quite well on 8×8 patches of images of original size, with
an average accuracy of about 92%. However, the performance drop, when there
is re-sizing pre-processing, is sometimes quite significant.1 This has motivated
our work of detector adaptation presented in the next section.
3 Proposed Approach
3.1 Classification Pipeline
Our pipeline is largely inspired by the method of Fan et al. [5] as it is one of the
state-of-the-art methods for detecting manipulations on small patches. Firstly
1 As shown in Section 4, performance decrease also exists for CNN-based method [1].
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Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are trained, one for each set of patches (orig-
inal, Gaussian filtered, median filtered, etc.), six models in total (see Table 1).
Models are trained to maximize likelihood on patches with the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm. Log-likelihood for sample xl under a mixture of
N Gaussian components, parameterized by θ = {pik,µk,Σk},k=1,2,...,N , is:
L(xl|θ) = log
(
N∑
k=1
pikN (xl|µk,Σk)
)
, (1)
with pik, µk and Σk respectively the weight, mean and multivariate (full) co-
variance matrix for kth component in the mixture. Here DC component of each
patch is removed so patch mean is 0 thus µk are all zeros. After the GMMs are
trained, a very quick and efficient technique to produce a decision for a testing
sample is to compute log-likelihood for each GMM and compare these values.
In the case of binary classification, it means calculating the log-likelihood ratio
between the GMM of manipulated patches and that of original patches [5], as:
r(xl) =
LGMMmanip(xl)
LGMMori(xl)
. (2)
If the ratio r(xl) > 1 then the decision should be that sample patch xl is a
manipulated one, otherwise it is original.
In the first step of EM (E step), we need to compute component scores which
are likelihood values with regard to each Gaussian component in the GMM:
r
(l)
k = pikN (xl|µk,Σk). (3)
We notice that these component scores form a more detailed descriptor than
the log-likelihood value for patch xl. Therefore in this paper we propose to use
them as features to feed a classifier. For binary classification, the 2N -dimensional
feature vector (r
(l)
1,ori, r
(l)
2,ori, . . . , r
(l)
N,ori, r
(l)
1,manip, r
(l)
2,manip, . . . , r
(l)
N,manip) of patch
sample xl is a concatenation of component scores of the two trained GMMs
under comparison, each having N components. We use a small Dense Neural
Network (DNN) as classifier whose architecture is described in Section 4. As
expected, experiments show that performances of baseline scenario (i.e., when
testing samples are not re-sized) are almost identical to the detector based on
log-likelihood ratio. In the following we propose a weakly supervised adaptation
method of our classification pipeline composed of GMMs and DNN.
3.2 Weakly Supervised Adaptation
The proposed adaptation method comprises two sub-steps. First, GMMs are
adapted so that they fit better to the testing samples which have undergone
re-sizing. Then the DNN classifier is adapted by fine-tuning the network. Both
steps are accomplished in a weakly supervised manner, i.e., by using a very
limited number of labeled testing samples of 8× 8 patches.
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In the following, we first show that if DC components of patches are removed
(i.e., Gaussian component’s means µk = 0, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , N), the weighted
sum of covariance matrices of a GMM is equal to the covariance matrix of the
data. We have X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp) a multi-dimensional random variable. Here
p = 64 as patches are 8 × 8. Let f be the Probability Density Function (PDF)
of random variable X with DC component removed and fk the PDFs of each
component of the related Gaussian mixture, then we have:
f(xl) =
N∑
k=1
pik fk(xl) =
N∑
i=1
pik N (xl|0,Σk), (4)
with xl a p-dimensional sample of the random variable X, Σk and pik respec-
tively the covariance and the weight for the kth component in the mixture. Now
let us compute elements of the covariance matrix of X:
cov(Xi, Xj) = Ef [XiXj ]− Ef [Xi]Ef [Xj ] = Ef [XiXj ]
=
N∑
k=1
pik Efk [XiXj ] =
N∑
k=1
pik(Σ
(i,j)
k + µ
(i)
k µ
(j)
k ) =
N∑
k=1
pikΣ
(i,j)
k ,
(5)
where superscripts (i), (j) and (i, j) are element index within the corresponding
vector and matrix. Considering that variance is a special case of covariance, from
Eq. (5) we can see that covariance matrix of the data is equal to the weighted
sum of covariance matrices of the Gaussian mixture.
We assume that we have only a few labeled samples on target domain, not
enough to train a model from scratch (this needs around 200000 samples of each
class) but enough to compute empirical covariance matrix per class on target
(around 1000 samples for each class). GMMs’ parameters should be slightly ad-
justed so as to enhance the descriptive capability of the model on target data.
GMMs can be adjusted in two ways: the weights or the covariance matrices (the
means are zeros). Beside that, our aim is to have a quick adaptation solution.
Therefore, we choose to adapt the GMM weights. The weights contain less pa-
rameters (only a vector and not matrices). Adaptation of GMMs’ weights can
be formulated as an optimization problem:
minimize
wk
∥∥∥∥∥
(
N∑
k=1
wk ×Σk
)
−Σdata
∥∥∥∥∥
F
subject to
N∑
k=1
wk = 1, and 0 < wk < 1, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(6)
In Eq. (6), wk are adapted GMM weights to be deduced, Σdata is the empirical
covariance matrix on target domain, and F stands for Frobenius norm. We do
acknowledge that semi-definite positive matrices lie on a Riemannian manifold,
thus with a curvature. So a geodesic distance would be more adapted; how-
ever we do not notice any differences in classification performances or results
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of optimization using Euclidean distance instead of geodesic distance, although
geodesic distance is way more expensive and slower to compute. Therefore in
practice Frobenius norm is used.
These adjustments of weights for each GMM can be seen as a fine-tuning
for feature extraction. It is a means of reducing discrepancy between features of
source and target domains. In the second step of our method, classifier adapta-
tion by fine-tuning the DNN is carried out to cope with drifts in features and
therefore enhance discriminative capability of the classifier.
4 Experiments
In this section, we present some experimental results to show the feasibility of
the proposed weakly supervised adaptation method.
Dataset and implementation. For experiments, we looked for a large database
(around 1000 images), in high-resolution (more realistic), in RAW format to be
able to control the image development process and with as many image sources
as possible. Dresden database [6] is the best match with these expectations with
1200 images, in RAW format from various source cameras, different scenes and
exposures and of around 2000 × 4000 resolution. We select randomly 30% of
images as testing images. Re-sizing is performed on the full-sized images (not
patches) and before applying the potential manipulations. This is indeed a pre-
processing operation which does not alter fingerprints of manipulations but only
statistics of images. The remaining 70% are used to train the GMMs and the
DNN classifier. This training set is never re-sized. For training, we use 200000
patches of 8 × 8 pixels for each class. These patches are extracted randomly
from images in the training set, with same number of patches coming from each
image. This makes 400000 patches for each binary classification problem.
GMMs have N = 75 components each. This number has been chosen via
cross-validation to reach a good trade-off between classification accuracy and
model complexity (as well as training time). For GMM training, we used Scikit-
Learn implementation with 5 initializations for pik and Σk with k-means. µk
are initialized to be zeros. Initialization that obtains best likelihood on data is
selected. For the classification part, we perform binary classification of original
patches vs. manipulated patches. We used Keras (with Tensorflow backend) for
the DNN implementation and training. It is a very simple network with two
hidden layers of respectively 256 and 128 neurons, ReLU activation, dropout of
0.5 and Adam optimizer with default parameters for minimizing cross-entropy
loss. This architecture has not been optimized as it is not a crucial part given
that classification is quite easy. For fine-tuning, learning rate is reduced to 10−4.
Batch size is 128. 1000 samples of each class are used to compute empirical
covariance matrices in order to be able to adapt GMM weights and fine-tune the
DNN. Code will be soon available on-line.
With DNN fine-tuning only. DNN fine-tuning helps to improve the detection
accuracy, but sometimes the improvement is rather limited (Table 3, rows of
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Table 3: Testing accuracy (in %) of DNN fine-tuning, combined without or with
weights adaptation of GMMs. The improved accuracy of weakly supervised adap-
tations, compared to the case of “without adaptation”, is given in parentheses.
Testing accuracy without re-sizing is also given in the second row for reference.
The last column of “AVG” presents the average accuracy (and average accuracy
improvement in parentheses, if any) of the 5 classification problems.
GF MF USM WGN JPEG AVG
without re-sizing 91 86 97 98 89 92
re-sizing ×0.51
(without adaptation)
64 75 73 69 79 72
re-sizing ×0.51
(DNN fine-tuning only)
72 (+8) 75 (+0) 91 (+18) 71 (+2) 82 (+3) 78 (+6)
re-sizing ×0.51
(GMM adaptation +
DNN fine-tuning)
78 (+14) 76 (+1) 92 (+19) 70 (+1) 86 (+7) 80 (+8)
re-sizing ×0.76
(without adaptation)
78 81 81 73 84 79
re-sizing ×0.76
(DNN fine-tuning only)
78 (+0) 77 (-4) 92 (+11) 81 (+8) 84 (+0) 82 (+3)
re-sizing ×0.76
(GMM adaptation +
DNN fine-tuning)
83 (+5) 82 (+1) 94 (+13) 85 (+12) 84 (+0) 86 (+7)
re-sizing ×1.15
(without adaptation)
55 80 87 85 79 77
re-sizing ×1.15
(DNN fine-tuning only)
66 (+11) 82 (+2) 95 (+8) 96 (+11) 79 (+0) 84 (+7)
re-sizing ×1.15
(GMM adaptation +
DNN fine-tuning)
70 (+15) 85 (+5) 95 (+8) 96 (+11) 82 (+3) 86 (+9)
re-sizing ×1.25
(without adaptation)
51 75 74 81 67 70
re-sizing ×1.25
(DNN fine-tuning only)
63 (+12) 78 (+3) 95 (+21) 90 (+9) 70 (+3) 79 (+9)
re-sizing ×1.25
(GMM adaptation +
DNN fine-tuning)
66 (+15) 80 (+5) 95 (+21) 95 (+14) 78 (+11) 83 (+13)
“DNN fine-tuning only”). By fine-tuning, the classifier’s decision boundary is
slightly adjusted, somehow similar to the case of selecting a new threshold for
the comparison of likelihood (instead of 1 initially). In order to further enhance
the discriminative power of the whole forensic pipeline, it is necessary to also
adapt GMMs, the underlying feature extractor, which are until now trained
solely on the source data while being “blind” to the target domain. Therefore,
GMMs should be tweaked, more precisely their weights, in order to better fit
the target data (as described in Section 3.2).
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Table 4: Testing accuracy (in %) of DNN fine-tuning, combined without or with
weights adaptation of GMMs, for the case of mixed re-sizing factors. Re-sizing
factor is drawn following uniform law within the specified interval.
GF MF USM WGN JPEG AVG
re-sizing ×[0.48, 0.72]
(without adaptation)
71 81 76 72 87 77
re-sizing ×[0.48, 0.72]
(DNN fine-tuning only)
78 (+7) 81 (+0) 91 (+15) 76 (+4) 87 (+0) 83 (+6)
re-sizing ×[0.48, 0.72]
(GMM adaptation +
DNN fine-tuning)
83 (+12) 80 (-1) 92 (+16) 80 (+8) 88 (+1) 85 (+8)
re-sizing ×[1.12, 1.27]
(without adaptation)
53 78 81 83 74 74
re-sizing ×[1.12, 1.27]
(DNN fine-tuning only)
63 (+10) 78 (+0) 95 (+14) 91 (+8) 75 (+1) 80 (+6)
re-sizing ×[1.12, 1.27]
(GMM adaptation +
DNN fine-tuning)
64 (+11) 83 (+5) 98 (+17) 95 (+12) 78 (+4) 84 (+10)
With GMM weights adaptation. We observe in Table 3 some clear improve-
ments (e.g., for WGN and JPEG under upsampling of ×1.25) when fine-tuning
of DNN is conducted jointly with GMM weights adaptation. In addition, there
is consistent average accuracy improvement under all the considered re-sizing
factors (last column of Table 3) for adaptation of both GMMs and DNN, when
compared to DNN fine-tuning only. The standard deviation of results is under
10−1. Accuracy increase offered by adaptation of GMMs and DNN depends on
manipulations. For example our method is able to recover up to +19% for sharp-
ening (USM) and re-sizing of ×0.51, but there are not such improvements for
median filtering (MF). Median filtering is the manipulation with the smallest
score (86% in Table 2, row of ×1) on baseline (without re-sizing of testing set)
and is also across re-sizing factor one of the hardest to deal with. Beside that,
our method works better with upsampling (for example +13% for average accu-
racy improvement with a factor of ×1.25 and less for factors ×0.51 and ×0.76).
Our conjecture is that with downsampling, some striking local dependencies in
patches are partially removed so it needs more complex transformation than a
simple weights adjustment to allow GMM to well describe them. With upsam-
pling, the dependencies are somehow mildly smoothed so it is easier to adapt.
Mixed re-sizing factors. Our method also performs well with a mix of re-
sizing factors. As shown in Table 4, our method still obtains good results when
factors are randomly (following uniform distribution) drawn within an interval.
This is not a surprise as our method only intends to adapt the GMM-based
feature extractor to the new covariance of the data and the DNN classifier to
these new features, without taking into account the specific factor value and
algorithm of the re-sizing pre-processing.
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Table 5: Testing accuracy (in %) of an improved version of Bayar and Stamm’s
CNN-based method [1], for cases of with and without fine-tuning. The improved
accuracy of weakly supervised fine-tuning, compared to the case of “without
fine-tuning”, is given in parentheses. The baseline testing accuracy without any
re-sizing pre-processing is given in the second row. Results in this table are to
be compared with those given in Table 3.
GF MF USM WGN JPEG AVG
without re-sizing 79 85 91 86 79 84
re-sizing ×0.51
(without fine-tuning)
68 82 80 66 76 74
re-sizing ×0.51
(fine-tuning)
73 (+5) 82 (+0) 85 (+5) 69 (+3) 77 (+1) 77 (+3)
re-sizing ×0.76
(without fine-tuning)
73 83 89 80 79 81
re-sizing ×0.76
(fine-tuning)
74 (+1) 83 (+0) 89 (+0) 80 (+0) 79 (+0) 81 (+0)
re-sizing ×1.15
(without fine-tuning)
59 76 79 86 61 72
re-sizing ×1.15
(fine-tuning)
67 (+8) 80 (+4) 90 (+11) 86 (+0) 66 (+5) 78 (+6)
re-sizing ×1.25
(without fine-tuning)
55 72 74 82 55 68
re-sizing ×1.25
(fine-tuning)
65 (+10) 77 (+5) 91 (+15) 86 (+4) 60 (+5) 76 (+8)
Comparisons with Bayar and Stamm’s CNN-based method. We com-
pare with the state-of-the-art deep-learning-based method in [1]. The approach
is different from ours as feature extraction and classification are carried out in an
end-to-end way in the CNN. As shown in the following, the CNN-based method
also experiences some performance drops due to re-sizing pre-processing. In or-
der to make the CNN work with 8× 8 patches, one or some of the four pooling
layers of the network in [1] have to be removed. Otherwise outputs of these layers
drop to 1 × 1 and following 2D convolution is not possible anymore. We have
tried different configurations and numbers of retained pooling layers (0, 1 or 2
retained layers are technically possible) and found that we obtain better per-
formance without any pooling. This is understandable as pooling layers would
cause loss of information. Performances are also better with a learning rate of
10−4 instead of 10−3 (value suggested in the original paper [1]). Results reported
in Table 5 have been obtained with these improved settings, best that we can
get after many experiments. We can notice that the baseline scores (without
re-sizing) of CNN-based method are lower than our GMM-based method, with
an average accuracy of 84% for CNN vs. 92% for GMM (see Tables 5 and 3, row
of without re-sizing). There is also performance drop for CNN-based method
under re-sizing pre-processing, especially for upsampling. The performance de-
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crease can be as big as −24% for detection of JPEG compression with re-sizing
of ×1.25 (see Table 5, with a decrease from 79% to 55%). We observe com-
parable performance drop under re-sizing pre-processing for different settings
of CNN that we tried during our experiments. In general, although CNN has
smaller amount of accuracy decrease (this point deserves further studies), but
the final decreased accuracy without adaptation is comparable for CNN-based
and GMM-based methods (cf. the corresponding rows in Tables 5 and 3), with
a same trend of more accuracy decrease under upsampling for both methods.
For CNN-based method, we used Caffe implementation from authors available at
https://gitlab.com/MISLgit/constrained-conv-TIFS2018. Images selected
for training and testing, patches generated and number of patches generated
are exactly the same as with the GMM-based method. The weakly supervised
adaptation is realized by the conventional way of fine-tuning the CNN. Again, we
made efforts to try different strategies, i.e., fine-tuning the first few, the last few,
and all layers of the network. We find that only fine-tuning the dense layers at
the end of CNN gives slightly better performance than other strategies. Learn-
ing rate has been reduced to 10−5. This learning rate and fine-tuning setting
gave us the best performances of adaptation in our experiments. Fine-tuning
of CNN is performed on the same number of re-sized samples (2000 patches
per class). Adaptation of CNN helps to improve the accuracy under re-sizing
pre-processing, especially for upsampling, as shown in Table 5. In general, our
adaptation of GMM-based method gives more improvement and higher improved
accuracy than CNN-based method. The final accuracy of GMM-based method
is 80%, 86%, 86% and 83% for the four re-sizing factors (Table 3), against re-
spectively 77%, 81%, 78% and 76% for the CNN-based method (Table 5).
In all, it is interesting to see that GMM-based method (using explicit image
statistical models) has better performance than CNN for this forensic prob-
lem on small patches, in terms of both baseline accuracy without re-sizing and
improved accuracy after adaptation to re-sizing pre-processing. It is clear that
more theoretical and experimental investigations are needed to better under-
stand these results. Nevertheless, the results are encouraging for us to continue
on this image-model-based approach when nowadays CNN becomes dominating
in many image forensic research problems.
Example of image forgery localization. Evaluating and analyzing the use of
the proposed image manipulation detection method, probably jointly with other
forensic methods, for the localization of image forgery is out of the scope of this
paper and constitutes one part of our future work. In the following, we only
present an example of forgery localization to show the feasibility of our method
for this task. As highlighted in red circle in Fig. 1.(a), a small part (89 × 187
pixels) has been taken from a source image of the testing dataset and inserted
into a host image also in the testing set. This inserted part (thus the source
image) has previously been JPEG compressed with quality factor Q = 90, while
the host image is an original one. We try to detect this JPEG compression and
therefore localize the splicing forgery indirectly.
Output map of our GMM-based detector on image of original size is shown in
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Fig. 1: Example of image forgery localization.
Fig. 1.(b). Just next to it, in (c) we show the output of the same detector but
for the situation where source image and host image have been pre-re-sized with
factor of ×0.51 before JPEG compression and spliced part insertion, respectively.
The map in (d) is the result of our detector after adaptation to pre-re-sizing. In
(e) it is the output map with re-sizing pre-processing for the adapted CNN-based
detector of Bayar and Stamm [1] (see previous part of this section for details
of CNN improvement and adaptation). As we deal with small patches, output
map could be noisy, so for better visualization each output map in (b)-(e) has
undergone a 3 × 3 median filtering to smooth the output. The F1 scores given
in Fig. 1 are computed on maps before smoothing. As can be expected from the
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performances on 8× 8 patches, manipulation is quite well localized on image of
original size in (b) but not well on the pre-re-sized image in (c). In particular,
here we show an example where our detector without adaptation has dramatic
performance drop on JPEG compressed patches, i.e., in the spliced part which
has rich texture, and where there is noticeable improvement after adaptation.
This performance drop is however understandable because with downsampling
pre-processing (here of factor ×0.51), in general both original and compressed
patches can have more mid- and high-frequency components. JPEG compres-
sion introduces JPEG grid and also removes mainly high-frequency components
within each block. The grid artifact is quite similar with or without re-sizing
because it is a pre-processing operation. Therefore, a downsampled JPEG com-
pressed patch with rich texture can be very “similar”, in a forensic sens, to an
uncompressed patch without re-sizing. This may explain the low accuracy in the
JPEG compressed spliced part as illustrated in Fig. 1.(c), which is below the
accuracy on whole re-sized testing data reported in Table 3.
Our adaptation method improves the localization accuracy, as reflected by
the map and F1 score in Fig. 1.(d). It is worth mentioning that the localiza-
tion on pre-re-sized image is harder because spliced part becomes smaller after
downsampling pre-processing. The adapted CNN-based method works not as
well as our method on this example, in particular with a number of false alarms
in the pristine part of the spliced image as shown in (e). As mentioned above, a
thorough evaluation and analysis is scheduled as future work.
Computational cost. Our adaptation method is very quick. Solving the op-
timization problem in Eq. (6) takes around 1 minute, and DNN fine-tuning
2 minutes. Training six GMMs from scratch each with 200000 samples takes
around 12 hours in total on CPU, and DNN training about 20 minutes. Training
CNN-based method of Bayar and Stamm lasts around 2 hours on GPU for every
binary classification problem with 200000 samples for each class. This is quite
fast because of small size of patches. Fine-tuning CNN takes about 10 minutes.
We use a standalone computer with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630, 64GB RAM and
Nvidia 1080 Ti GPU. In all, the adaptation of our method is slightly faster then
CNN-base method (about 4 minutes vs. 10 minutes). The GMM training would
be faster than CNN training if we could use a GPU implementation.
5 Conclusion
This work outlined how re-sizing as pre-processing could alter performances of
a manipulation detector based on local image statistics and a state-of-the-art
CNN-based detector. We propose a method to adapt both GMM-based feature
extractor, by adjusting weights, and DNN classifier, by fine-tuning. Experimen-
tal results show the feasibility of the proposed weakly supervised adaptation
method which tries to better fit covariance of target domain data for the GMM
feature extractor. In some cases with our method using 2000 labeled target sam-
ples (1000 per class), we obtain almost same results as re-training from scratch
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with 400000 labeled samples, e.g., detection of Gaussian noise addition with re-
sizing of ×1.25. Our adaptation takes a few minutes instead of several hours for
re-training from scratch. This provides a shortcut in terms of flexibility and com-
puting power. Our image-statistics-based detector outperforms an improved ver-
sion of the state-of-the-art CNN-based detector [1], in terms of both baseline and
adapted accuracy for the situations without and with re-sizing pre-processing,
respectively. However, we are aware that this CNN-based method has been orig-
inally designed for bigger patches but not for small ones; in the meanwhile, to
the best of our knowledge, there are until now no published results of manipu-
lation detection on 8× 8 patches for CNN-based and other methods. Therefore,
in the future more appropriate CNNs have to be designed for this specific case
and compared with image-statistics-based method.
The performance of the proposed adaptation under downsampling needs to
be improved, probably with a stronger GMM adaptation which also adjusts the
components’ covariance structure. We would like to mention that in the lit-
erature post-processing is commonly studied when testing a forensic detector,
however effects of pre-processing on performances have been much less investi-
gated. In this paper we introduce new concerns related to the pre-processing and
a new methodology to carry out light-weight adaptation. We plan to extend this
framework to cope with other pre-processing operations, the case of unsuper-
vised adaptation, as well as other forensics domain adaptation scenarios which
have been receiving more and more attention among the research community [4].
We also intend to conduct studies on methods based on other type of features
such as [13,10]. At last, we think that it is possible to improve adaptation of
CNN for specific problems of digital image forensics by using approaches other
than fine-tuning and we plan to work on it.
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